In this work we present a new scalable map for middle-scale locative games. Our map is built upon the recent development of fiducial markers, specifically, the random dot markers. We propose a simple solution, i.e., using a grid of compound markers, to address the scalability problem. Our highly scalable approach is able to generate a middle-scale map on which multiple players can stand and position themselves via mobile cameras in real time. We show how a classic computer game can be effectively adapted to our middle-scale gaming platform.
INTRODUCTION
Middle-scale locative games are games where the gameplay relies on the players' physical location in a classroom-size space (Figure 1) . In contrast to small-scale Augmented Reality (AR) games (e.g., [6, 11, 16, 17] ) or large-scale locative games typically based on Global Positioning System (GPS) (e.g., [13, 3, 2] ), middle-scale locative games require physical movement in an environment of talking distance, thus providing unique gaming experience.
Middle-scale locative games pose a challenge in localization accuracy. GPS or many other positioning techniques (e.g., based on infrared, WLAN/Wi-Fi or ultra-wide-band) are not suitable for such games, due to their limited accuracy, which has been reported at best in the range of 3-6 meters for indoor usage [9] . In contrast, computer vision-based localization techniques could afford very high accuracy but have been mainly applied to small-scale environment due to their high sensitivity to feature occlusion. There exist little research on middle-scale locative gaming platforms [5] .
A feasible solution to the localization problem for middle-scale locative games is to assemble a map of AR markers. Our work is based on the random dot markers recently proposed by Uchiyama et al. [14] , which are much less visually obtrusive and more robust to occlusion than classic squared-shaped fiducial markers (e.g., ARTag [4] ), as adopted in [5] . However, since each random dot marker requires certain amount of memory for storing the LLAH (Locally Likely Arrangement Hashing) descriptors [10] , naïvely forming a grid of distinct random dot markers or using a single random dot marker with sufficient dots does not scale well to the middle-scale platform due to the limited memory on mobile devices. In order to achieve high scalability while maintaining affordable memory consumption, our map is constructed by reusing the random dot markers in a smart way.
We build a prototype of middle-scale locative game platform based on scalable maps of random dots serving as the game map ( Figure 1 ), where multiple players can stand and position themselves via mobile cameras in real time (see the accompanying video). To avoid feature occlusion by players, individual players face their cameras downwards and capture the map region around their own feet, forming their own "private" but dynamic regions for feature matching and tracking. Our system does not require any special hardware sensors and supports both indoor and outdoor middle-scale locative games. It is fast and its accuracy is controllable by varying key parameters of the dot marker configuration.
RELATED WORK
Barba and MacIntyre [1] present a scale model concept, where mixed reality experience is categorized into figural, vista, environmental and geographical spaces based on spatial scale and its associated cognitive processes. By their criteria, our middle-scale gaming experience bears some resemblance to a vista space experience, which is spatially larger than an adult human body but could be visually apprehended from a single place without moving. However, the merits of our platform reside in the locomotion of multi-users within physical maps, enabling locative gaming experience, which is a typical feature of environmental space applications. This makes our system fall between the vista and environmental spaces by their definitions, demonstrating a more delicate understanding of spatial scale of mixed reality experiences.
There exist many small-scale vision-based AR games, e.g., the Invisible Train by Wagner et al. [16] , ARTennis by Henrysson et al. [6] , BragFish by Xu et al. [17] and XNA Racing Game by Oda et al [11] . They typically require one or multiple players to surround a grid of markers and point their cameras to the markers. Such a setup allows every player to easily access the markers but overconstrains the space for physical movement, typically resulting in circular movement of the players around the markers.
Using features in a natural scene for localization seems a promising direction for middle-scale locative games. However, such an approach is highly sensitive to the availability of a rich set of features for camera calibration. Thus it often does not work well in barely decorated or textureless rooms (e.g., a classroom). Moreover, it is expected that its performance or localization accuracy would vary with locations or views. Worse, rich features could be easily occluded by players. Thus, existing works adopting this approach [8] often demonstrate only single-player scenarios.
Hence a more robust solution is to fully cover the environment IEEE Virtual Reality 2013 16 -20 March, Orlando, FL, USA 978-1-4673-4796-9/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEE with maps of AR markers [5] . Ideally, such maps should have the following properties: being as less obtrusive as possible, robust against occlusion (e.g., by the players' own feet), highly scalable, and has controllable accuracy. Unfortunately, none of the existing AR markers satisfies all these properties. Traditional square-shaped fiducial markers (e.g., those used in ARToolKit [7] ) offer controllable accuracy and high scalability (e.g., as demonstrated in ARTag [4] ). However, they are not robust against occlusion and are visually obtrusive to be placed on the floor as part of an entertaining environment. In contrast, predefined fully textured images as markers [18] are less obtrusive. However, simply enlarging a single image to cover the interacting area cannot guarantee sufficient accuracy for localization, since only a small portion of the entire image (i.e., private regions belonging to individual players) would be viewed by individual cameras in our setup. Forming a grid of images is a possible solution to this accuracy problem but might be computationally too expensive.
The random dot markers proposed by Uchiyama et al. [14] to some extent strike a balance in terms of the above desirable properties. The random dot markers provide flexible marker design and robustness against occlusion (e.g., by the players' own feet), making it ideal for our target platform. Another advantage of the random dot markers is that each dot is essentially a feature point, and thus by controlling properties like dot size and inter-dot distance, it is easy to control the feature density and accuracy of localization.
METHODOLOGY
A straightforward solution to using random dot markers for middlescale platforms is simply to generate sufficient dots on a single marker, as similarly done in [12] for handwriting reconstruction, where a camera attached to the pen views the random dots scattered on a paper. However, our preliminary experiments reveal that this approach does not scale well in terms of memory usage. For example, to cover a typical middle-scale space of size 10m × 6m, i.e., 60m 2 , a single marker would need 12,000 dots and cost about 210MB. Here we assume that about 200 dots per square meter need captured by the camera view at any place on the map for localization. In contrast, our approach needs only a quarter of that amount of memory. Noticeably, the latest Android phones typically allow only a maximum heap size of 64MB, which prevents using the single-marker approach. As we will show below, the number of markers needed in our approach only increases linearly in the size of the map, i.e., O(w + h), where w and h are the width and height of the map respectively, while the straightforward approach is largely equivalently to an approach using O(w * h) different markers. Therefore, our solution is fast and highly scalable.
Scalable Map Representation of Markers
We present a simple but effective solution to generate a middlescale map of markers. The key idea is the use of compound markers, where two distinct basic markers, one with an odd marker ID and another with an even marker ID, are laid on above another (either the odd or the even marker on top). Every pair of odd and even marker IDs uniquely defines a compound marker and its location in the map, with the odd IDs encoding the x coordinates and the even IDs encoding the y coordinates.
We fill the odd rows of the map with markers with odd IDs and fill the even rows with markers with even IDs. To ensure that each compound marker constitutes different odd and even ID pairs, we insert a row of markers all with identical even ID between every two rows of odd IDs markers (Figure 2) . We use only two lists of odd ID markers and re-use them at alternate rows. In this way, each compound marker is guaranteed to have a unique pair of odd and even IDs. The number of distinct basic markers needed to generate a map with m rows and n columns is thus O(m + n), which dramatically decreases the memory consumption, making our method suitable for most mobile devices. The above-described map representation can be used together with different kinds of markers. We adopt the random dot marker proposed by Uchiyama et al. [14] for its flexible marker design (supporting any shape) and, more importantly, its robustness against occlusion. Each basic random dot marker is of a rectangle shape so that the compound marker formed by two dot markers is a square. By varying three key parameters, namely the number of dots, dot radius and minimum inter-dot distance, the performance and accuracy of localization can be controlled.
Modified Marker Retrieval Algorithm
This section explains a variant of the original random dot marker algorithm [14] to enable the detection and tracking of compound markers.
To initialize the system, a hash table is built for fast retrieval of dot ID and marker ID. For each dot in the basic random dot markers in use, we calculate its LLAH descriptor based on local neighbor dots. Then the descriptor is hashed into a 1D index, which is inserted into the hash table along with the dot ID and marker ID.
At runtime, for each input frame from the camera, we first binarize the frame, extract the centroid of each connected region as the dot center, calculate the LLAH descriptor for each dot, and retrieve the dot's ID and its corresponding marker ID from the hash table. In order to accelerate this process on mobile devices, we resize each frame into a quarter of its original size before binarization.
Next, we introduce a modified algorithm to identify all the individual random dot markers from the retrieved dots. Due to our repeated usage of markers, the original algorithm needs to be modified to detect individual basic markers for forming compound markers for localization. We begin by clustering the dots according to their marker IDs. At this stage, dots from markers with identical IDs form a cluster (Figure 3 ). To separate these dots into individual basic markers, we use an iterative method adapted from the original marker retrieval algorithm. In each iteration, we estimate the RANSAC-based homography between all the dots in the current cluster and the stored dots set of the marker with corresponding ID. The resulting homography maps to one dot set in the current cluster. We then re-project the stored dots onto the frame and detect more dot correspondences. All the matched dots (dot ID and marker ID identified) are then excluded from the next iteration. The iteration ends when there are insufficient unmatched dots to form a marker (mostly peripheral dots). In this way, each basic random dot marker in the frame is associated with its set of dots. The location of each basic marker is the center of all its belonging dots.
Based on the locations of individual basic random dot markers, compound markers are detected to locate the camera in the map. The detected basic markers are split into two lists, one with markers with odd IDs and another with even IDs. Then, compound markers are formed by pairing the nearest two markers, one from each list. For each detected compound marker, its odd and even ID pair defines its location in the map. From this location, the corresponding 3D dots positions in the real world are obtained. Using the camera pose estimation method of Uematsu et al. [15] , 3D camera pose is estimated for each compound marker. For robustness against invalid detection of compound markers, we compare the camera pose of each compound marker in the current frame and choose the one that least deviates from the previous frame if available. By utilizing the final camera pose, 3D camera location with respect to the real marker map is easily obtained.
EVALUATION

Localization accuracy
As discussed before, our map of compound random dot markers uses significantly less memory than the single-marker solution. Below we compare their localization accuracy using synthetic image sequences. We first generated virtual camera walk-throughs of each map with various marker configurations using Maya. Our configurations involve three key parameters: the number of dots per marker, the radius of dots and the minimum distance between the dot centers. The first parameter solely controls the dot density and the other two parameters decide how evenly the dots are distributed in a marker. In our experiment, we varied the number of dots per marker and set the other two parameters optimally to evenly distribute dots in the markers. Specifically, we fixed the dot radious to 4 pixels and set minimum distance between the dot centers to 45, 40, 35, 35, 30, 30, 30 pixels respectively for the experiment in Figure 4 . Each image sequence contains 100 frames. To evaluate the accuracy of the single-marker approach and our method, we calculated the reprojection error of real dots onto the corresponding camera images. Specifically, we measured the residual sumsquared error (in pixel) of inlying dot matches, and normalized it by the number of inlying matches to get the reprojection error. Figure 4 shows the reprojection error as a function of number of dots per basic marker. It can be seen that increasing the number of dots only slightly decreases the reprojection error in both methods. In general, the single-marker approach uses more dots for localization than ours since in our method some dots are not grouped into any marker thus not used to form any compound marker. Thus localization is theoretically more accurate with the single-marker approach. However, Figure 4 shows that the difference in the reprojection error of the two methods is only about 0.5 pixel for all the tested configurations. In summary, our method achieves comparable accuracy to the single-marker approach but has the significant advantage of scalability in terms of memory usage.
We also compared the localization accuracy of our map of random dot markers with a map of ARToolKitPlus's ID-coded markers, again using the synthetic data. For fair comparison, we ensured that the numbers of feature points (dots in our method versus marker corners in the ALToolKitPlus map) from camera views are roughly the same for the two methods. It can be seen from Figure 5 that our method is more accurate and stable than the ARToolKitPlus marker map.
Latency
We tested our system on an Sumsung Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet. Our system is able to run at interactive frame rate. The detailed timings involved in the intermediate steps can be found in Table 1 .
APPLICATION
To demonstrate the performance of our platform, we implemented a Bomberman game on Android phones (see the accompanying video), supporting up to four players playing together. Facing the mobile cameras downwards, players physically move inside the map to control the movement of the bombermen inside the virtual world, which is a 12 by 10 world consisting of solid walls, monsters, bombs and fires. The bomberman is vulnerable to both mon-
Tasks
Time (ms) Extract dot centers from camera image < 20 Calculate LLAH descriptors < 10 Detect basic markers by LLAH matching < 30 Form compound markers and estimate location < 5 ster and fire, but it has the ability to set up a time bomb to release fire after a certain period. The monsters move randomly, and die immediately upon touching the fire. The solid wall is set at regular grid positions to restrict the movement of the bombermen and monsters and the spread of the fire. The trick to win the game is to avoid touching monsters at all time, set the bomb at monster's next possible path and move out of the fire range as soon as possible. The dimension of the map used in this game is 6 by 10 and each basic marker is of size 80cm x 40cm, so the total gaming area covered is 4.8m x 4m, which is large enough to cover an interacting space for 4 people.
DISCUSSIONS
Gameplay
An interesting design issue arises for the proposed middle-scale platform is how to force the player in the physical environment to move only in valid areas presented in the virtual world. For example, in the Bomberman game described above, there is no physical obstacle on the marker map to prevent players from stepping into regions representing the solid walls in the virtual world. Our solution is to apply certain penalty such as immobilizing the bomberman if the current location is inside the walls, making it unable to duck the monsters, until the player moves back to the rooted location and the bomberman is free to move to the next valid position again.
Marker map installation
A potential difficulty of using our platform is how to deploy the marker map in an actual environment. In our prototype, we print the markers on A3 papers and assemble the markers for demonstration purpose. The random dot marker itself enables flexible marker design, where dots can be changed to more pleasant shapes with carefully chosen colors such that the centroid of each connected component remains unchanged after binarizing the grey scale counterpart. In this way, the map could be installed in an unobtrusive way, e.g., as a permanent floor decoration, carpet texture, puzzle pieces etc.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a scalable map of random dot markers, which enables efficient localization in middle-scale locative mobiles games. The scalability is achieved by a smart arrangement of repeated random dot markers. In our current system, markers are placed only on the ground surface. Since the camera pose estimation method we adopted [15] is applicable to arbitrary multiple planes, it is interesting to experiment with using vertical walls or even ceilings to mount the localization maps. We are also interested in experimenting different kinds of games on our platform. In addition, we plan to test our system in larger indoor/outdoor areas, e.g., a library, to examine the maximum scalability of our platform.
Finally, it would be interesting to incorporate various display systems, e.g., head-mounted display (HMD) or projectors to provide different immersive experience.
